Observe that if n -1, F a = X + Y, and F m = X + Y + XY, then an action of L(F a ) (resp. L(F m )) on a β-algebra A is nothing else than â -derivation d: A-> A with <i p = 0 (resp. cί p = d) whenever char (k) = p > 0. Moreover, one readily checks that such d is F α -integrable (resp. , where (jj) = O for υ < 0 or υ > u) for all i, j. Thus we see that F a -integrability amounts to strong integrability in the sense of [10] .
If k is a field of characteristic 0, then from [15, Lemma 2.13] it follows that each action φ: L(F) -• Der fc (A) of F on an arbitrary ^-algebra A is F-integrable. If k is not a field (being still of characteristic 0), then the above assertion is not true. For instance, if Z is the ring of rational integers and A = Z [X] , then the action of L(F a ) on A given by the derivation X dldX is clearly not F α -integrable. Nevertheless, also in this case there are some positive results, see [1, 12] . Now suppose that k is a field of characteristic p > 0. Then the situation is worse then that in characteristic 0. Remark. If the field k is algebraically closed, then an action of F a (resp, F m ) on a given ^-algebra B is a differentiation {Dj: 
We say that a function t: 
Then, similarly as in the case of algebraic groups, we have the following. , m. The corollary is proved. Below, Z and Q denote the ring of rational integers and the field of rationale, respectively. Moreover, N + denotes the set N -{0}. It is easy to see that if F and G are isomorphic formal groups over k and the theorem is true for G, then it is also true for F. Therefore, in case 1) of the theorem we may (and will) assume that F = X + Y + eXY, e e {0, 1}. In case 2) of the theorem we replace quite general F by a certain (isomorphic to F) formal group F h> which is much easier to deal with. To this end set h -Ht(F) and consider the following formal power series from Q\X, Y] 
LEMMA. Let f: F -> G be an isomorphism of formal groups over k and let f: k\XJ -» k\_XJ be the isomorphism of k-algebras induced by f (i.e., f(g(X))
= g(f(X))). Then L(f): L(F) -L(G) with L(f)(d) = f-Όdof,Moreover, a ^-derivation d of k[XJ is in L(F) if and only if F o d = (d® id)op. Observe also that (f&f)oG = Pof, because f(F(X, Y)) = G(f(X\ f(Y)). Similarly, (/- 1 ® f- 1 )op=Gof-\ because f~' = f~\ where f(f'\X)) = X Now we may prove that L(f) is an isomorphism of restricted Lie algebras. First notice that if deL(F), then L(f)(d) = /^o d°fe L(G). Indeed, Gof-Όdof=:(f"'®f-')oFodof=,(f^®f-')(d®id)oFof=(f^o d ® f' 1 ) o (f ® f) o G -(Γ 1 o d o f ® id) o G, which implies L(/)(d) e L(G). Further, for d, teL(F) we have: and f~1o(dot -tod)of Since clearly L(f~ι) -L(f)' 1 we are done. It remains to verify that L(F) = M F . Let g(X) be in fe[Z]. Then F°d F (g(X)) = F(g'(X) dF(0, X)ldZ)) = g'(F(X, Y))-dF(0, F(X, Y))ldZ = g'(F(X, Y))(d/dZ(F(F(Z, X), = g\F(X, Y))((dF(T, = g\F(X, Y))dF(X, Y)/dX)(dF(0, X)ldZ) = (d r &iά)F(g(X)), whence d F eL(F). Further, if deL(F) and h(X) = d(X), then h(F(X, Y)) = F o d(X) = (d® id) o F(X) = (3F(X, Y)/dX)h(X). Hence, putting X = 0, Y = X, we get d(Jf) = h(X) = (&F(0, X)ldZ)h(0) = /*(0)d F (X), which means that d = h(0)d F . Consequently L(F) =
LEMMA. Let A be a local algebra with the unique maximal ideal m such that Ω k (A) is a free A-module of finite rank, and let Γ be a subset of A such that {δy ® 1, y e Γ} is a basis of the Ajm-υector space Ω k (A) ® A A/m. Then Γ is a p-basis of A over k. In particular, A possesses a P'basis over k.

Proof. Since Ω k (A) is a finite A-module, A is a finite £[
d(χ) -ex = -d(z)~λ(d -L c ) o Σ ^?- 2 - i fe)1 = -d(z)-Kd*- χ -LΓ'Xxd L «=o J --dφ
